DISCLAIMER
Introduction
A previous paper [l] presented an analytic model describing the minimum tokamak reactor size as a function of aspect ratio A. In particular the dependence of major radius R and machine encompassing volume V, with A was discussed. In those analytic studies only two auxiliary current drive efficiencies (~C O = 0 and 00) and one scaling law were considered. In addition, the power to the grid Ps. remained unspecified (but 2 0. The analysis attempts to find plasma densities and temperatures, and corresponding reactor parameters which are consistent with the steady-state power balance equation and with a number of physical constraints. The power balance equation relates the power lost as described by the ratio of total contained energy to the energy containment time computed from an assumed scaling law to the power input due to fusion power, current drive, and auxiliary heating. While the equation is conceptually simple, it is nonlinear and contains over two dozen parameters which must simultaneously satisfy a number of additional and often nonlinear constraints. In the analytic model, a single scaling law and certain limiting assumptions were made to obtain an analyticaly tractable equation. Here we use a directly numerical search procedure which allows more general scaling laws and constraints to be considered. Figure 1 illustrates the power flows considered; detailed definitions are found in [l] , and at the end of this document.
The mathematical problem is to solve a nonlinear equation, power balance, which contains approximately 24 variables subject to roughly seven nonlinear constraints to minimize either the major radius or volume. The exact number of variables and constraints depends on the particular problem and scaling law considered. The analytic technique in the previous paper fixed some of the parameters and looked at limiting cases in order to obtain an analytically tractable equation. Here we give up the closed analytic result in favor of examining the problem and constraints directly. In both the arm lytic and numerical treatment some parameters are held fixed for this study. The resulting problem requires a search in an eight or larger dimensional parameter space. We examine this space directly using a relatively coarse mesh rather than following a gradient using a differential approach. This coarse mesh search can be considered as an initial procedure to find good starting conditions for a minimization method; however, the coarse mesh search was adequate for the problem at hand. To date the only plasma losses considered 
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We have written a small computer code to perform this task. (The code, written in C++, can be obtained from the authors.) An outline of the computational procedure is as follows (details appear later) :
1. Select the set of fixed variables.
2. Select the range of variation for all remaining variables except temperature.
3.
Within the given range, solve for the temperature that satisfies the power balance.
4.
Test if the remaining constraints are satisfied.
Store the acceptable set if I& (or Vm) less then current I & (0rVm).
Note that, to speed up the calculations, the energy released by the nuclear reactions is approximated by a simple dependence on temperature, which restricts T 5 25 keV.
2 Computational Procedure
The computational procedure caries out a brute force search. Normally, such a procedure for the large number of variables involved in this study would be computationaly prohibitive. By carefully organizing the nested loops and applying the constraints as early as possible, we have been able to examine problems in a reasonable time (a few minutes to a few hours on a desktop personal computer). The problem is coded as a series of nested loops which are outlined as follows:
Calculate, plasma content factors:
Select an A, (results plotted as function of A ) . 
The minimum q limits the maximum Ip through Search over range: Ip E [Ipmin, Ip,,] .
The lower range of B T~ is limited by qmin through
Upper bound on n is set by the Greenwald limit Search over range: no, E [nomin, nomm] 
(30)
The inner loop is a search procedure to find a peak temperature to obtain a general iterative method for these cases.
Results
We show here the results of the optimization for tokamak reactors with copper toroidal field coils with no space made available for a nuclear shield or blanket at the inner equator. The objective is to complement the analytic results presented in [l] . The values considered for the optimization are given in Appendix 5 'Nominal values'. The main differences between the numerical results presented here and the analytic results are:
1. Different energy confinement scaling relations are used here.
2.
Arbitrary auxiliary current drive efficiencies are used. This means that a driven system is implied.
3.
The power to the grid Pn is specified. In the examples shown below, Pv 2 0.5 GW was specified.
4.
Various parameters are allowed to change, rather than fixed values being chosen. Figure 2 shows the smallest major radius R as a function of aspect ratio A for the four confinement relations used to date (see section 'Scaling Laws'). Figure 3 shows the machine encompassing volume/103 for the same data. Results from other relationships can be provided if required. In the legend the first number refers to the scaling law used, with ITER89P =1, KayeAll % reduction in the major radius of the smallest device as A is reduced from 3 to M 1. However, there is no associated reduction in V, even with the most optimistic auxiliary current drive efficiency.
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Other general observations include:
1. Optimising on the smallest R or smallest Vm gives the same device.
2.
There is little dependency of the smallest R on 6. Aspect Ratio A Figure 2 . The major radius R of the smallest copper toroidal field coil tokamak reactor as a function of aspect ratio A. Results using four different energy confinement scaling relationships are shown. The first digit of the legend refers to the scaling relationship (ITER89P =1, KayeAll = 2, GoldstonL = 3, DIIIJet = 4) and the second digit refers to the auxiliary current drive efficiency used (qco = 1. x lo1' and 10. x lo1'). 6 = 0.3, with other parameters and variations found in the text (see 'Nominal values ' ) . 
Summary and Conclusions
We have presented a numerical technique for optimizing a given energy confinement scaling relationship, together with given ranges of variables and k e d constraints, to find the smallest tokamk reactor. Results were presented for a range of auxiliary current drive efficiencies and different scaling relationships; for the range of variables chosen the machine encompassing volume increases or remains approximately unchanged as the aspect ratio is reduced. These results were consistent with the results obtained using the analytic method in [l] .
Appendix 1. Scaling laws [Z]
Data from the first four scaling laws are discussed in this paper, although all those listed (and any others provided) can be used if required. 
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Appendix 2. Definitions and Relations
We assume that the plasma contains one hydrogen-like main ion, ni and one impurity, nI, with charge 21. 
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